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esponding to so many
immediate responsibilities that accompany meeting
one's classes takes so much time
and energy that it is easy to overlook circumstancesthat may be
secretly disabling the effort to
fulfill missions as one believes
them to be. Two sets of such
closely relatedcircumstancesare
the published conflict between
science and religion and the
competition between using the
methods of science versus other
ways to deal with problems.
Biology teachers cannot escape
either the controversy or the
competition.Makingthe most of
what it means to be alive is what
both science and religion are all
about. And nurturing cordiality
toward and the ability to utilize
the methods of science are
equally in their agenda.
Positively put, biology teachers
are in a wonderfully favored
position to help young people
explore and experience the best
of what both science and religion have to offer.But they cannot do this if they are seen as
being unbelievable.
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There Is a Solution

Two Parallel Paths

How teachers can avoid
being handicapped by the published conflict between science
and religion does not appear in
handbooks or course outlines.
The answer lies in the mind of
each teacher and can best come
by tracingthe possibility of conflict to its origin. In this we can
begin with the work of Aristotle,
384-322 BC, and his concept of
the elan vital. Based on the
researchof Henri Bergson,18531941, R. G. Collingwood (1945)
describes Aristotle's effort to
answer a most vital question:
"lifemoves of itself, in obedience
to its own inherent elan vital....
[This]vital force has no aim, no
goal, no guiding light outside it
or guiding principleswithin;it is
sheer force,whose only inherent
property is to flow, to push
indefinitely onwards in any and

Scientists and theologians
cannot avoid each other. The
nature of life, what it means to
be alive, to be human, is a fundamental quest for both. They
may follow separate paths
towarda common goal but they
can be mutually supportive
along the way. One path is
for those who believe life to
be a unique physico-chemical
process that is the result of and
responds only to chance and
randomness with "no aim, no
goal, no guiding light outside it
or guiding principles within."
The other path is for those who
see life as the creation of all
powerful force that continues to
keep a hand in the affairsinside
us and outside us, behind us
and ahead of us.

every direction ... something real

in its own right."(page 138). At
the same time that it marks the
onset of conflict, the elan vital
concept suggests reconciliation.

It the possible collateral
effects imposed on a society by
putting these two points of view
in opposition that gives teachers
the most concern. When faced
with problems, the first would
encourage people to court lady
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ways to heat their homes, in fact,
went to great effort and expense to
head off the predicted catastrophic
consequences. Actually, computer
systems across the nation were
repaired in time to adjust to the
transitionfrom 1999 to 2000 without causing noticeable disruption
in the nation's affairs- but at enormous public and private expense.
Therewas little evidence in the Y2K
episode that logic and discipline of
science were used to solve potential
problems. On the contrary, amazingly effective persuasive strategies
took advantage of the public who
were willing to accept a predetermined solution.
Again, our 40,000 biology
teachers are in a uniquely favored
position. The traditionalprogramof
studies gives them contact with
nearly all of America'scitizens during one of their most formative
years. Yes, it is a captive audience,
but that only adds to the sense of
being responsible for keeping the
fruits of both science and religion
available to everyone. And the
responsibilities are tremendous.
Add the efforts of presecondary
school life science teachers and on
the doorstep of these few men and
women falls the opportunity to
influence the beliefs and, hence,
the values and behavior of their
fellow citizens.
288,000,000
Fortunately,when they close those
classroom doors they can step
aside from controversy and fall
back on the elements of our society that have played leading roles in
humanity'sjourney from the cave
to the ivory tower.
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luck, to rely on hunches, or heed eth century." (http://esers.erols.
self-appointedexperts who claim to cornmwhite28/warstat8.htm).Such
be in touch with powers that control carnagereachedthe Americanhomechance and randomness. The sec- land on September 11, 2001. The
ond is more open to supporting actual causativeelements are yet to
efforts to help humanity deal with be fully revealed but there is evithe here and hereafter. Until the dence they may include misguided
true nature of the life entity and its religiouszeal.
originis revealedto everyone'ssatisA second circumstance points
faction, teachers can best protect more directlyto the degree to which
their believability by reflecting
the public is cordial towardscience
respect for the spirit of science and
and tends to utilize its methods.
the utility of its methods. After all,
Computers with life expectancy
the real challengeis to have people
extending beyond the year 2000
grow up anxious to experiencewhat
were not designed to cope with
both science and religionoffer.
dates beyond 1999. Dramatizing
The conditionsof todayadd new the proclaimed results frightened
dimensionsto this challenge.It is as the public. Therewas a mad dash to
though not only science and religion avoid being victimized by the prebut all effortsto nurturehumaneval- dicted complete breakdown of the
ues need increasingsupport. Citing nation's infrastructure. Acting as
Zbigniew Brzezinski, "between though they were anticipating the
167,000,000 and 175,000,000 lives end of the world, people stockpiled
were deliberately extinguished by groceries, withdrew their money
political carnageduring the twenti- from banks, invested in alternative

